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a b s t r a c t
Since the emergence of experimental methods in economics, a variety of methodologies to elicit and
classify individual-level risk preferences have evolved. This paper presents ready-to-use software applications for widely used choice list methodologies for use with oTree, including (i) multiple price lists,
(ii) certainty equivalent tests, (iii) staircase methods, and (iv) single choice lists. The parameterization and
configuration of different features of a task are administered by specifying predefined variables in a single,
thoroughly documented file. All apps feature responsive graphical designs, are prepared for multilingual
use, and include predefined ‘‘bots’’ for automated testing. By this means, each task can be implemented
in the laboratory, the field, or online within only a few minutes.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Risk is an integral part of many economic decisions. Thus, it does
not come at a surprise that the elicitation of individual-level risk
preferences appears on the agenda of many economic experiments
in different fields of research. Ever since the early work on risk
aversion (Pratt, 1964; Arrow, 1965), scholars have been intrigued
by the question how to properly measure preferences towards
risks, or, more precisely, how to determine the curvature of an
individual’s utility function.
Since the emergence of experimental methods in economics
and finance, numerous methodologies to elicit and classify participants’ risk attitudes in the laboratory have evolved. Price list
formats probably constitute the most widely used method.1 On the
one hand, the prevalent use of the choice list format might be due
to the fact that a preference relation is defined as binary relation
over alternatives; the observation of a binary choice, thus, serves as
✩ All software application referred to in this article are free of charge and licensed
under an adapted MIT open source license with a citation requirement. Any use
of the software – whether as a whole or in parts – implies the acceptance of
the license agreement provided in the download packages. The applications are
available for download at the website of the author (www.holzmeister.biz) and the
journal’s GitHub repository (https://github.com/JBEF); demo versions are available
at https://cl-demo.herokuapp.com.
E-mail address: felix.holzmeister@uibk.ac.at.
1 Other methodologies to measure individual-level risk preferences include elicitation methods for reservation prices (Becker et al., 1964; Kachelmeier and Shehata,
1992), allocation choices between a safe and a risky asset (Gneezy and Potters,
1997; Charness and Gneezy, 2012), laboratory versions of the game show Deal or
No Deal (Post et al., 2008; Deck et al., 2014), graphical methods like the Balloon
Analogue Risk Task (Lejuez et al., 2002) or the Bomb Risk Elicitation Task (Crosetto
and Filippin, 2013), and non-incentivized questionnaires (Weber et al., 2002;
Dohmen et al., 2011), without claiming to be complete.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jbef.2017.08.003
2214-6350/© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

a self-evident tool for the elicitation of revealed preferences (Freeman et al., 2017). On the other hand, the popularity of the choice
list method might stem from its transparency and its simplicity in
terms of incentives for truthful revelation of preferences (Andersen et al., 2006).2
In recent decades, various different choice list methods have
been introduced. What they typically have in common is that they
ask subjects to reveal their preference for different alternatives to
approximate indifference within a set of systematically modified
lotteries. In the following discussion of different methods, (x, p; y)
denotes a two-outcome lottery that assigns probability p to outcome x and probability 1 − p to outcome y.
This paper presents four ready-to-use software modules for
different choice list methods to elicit individual-level risk preferences under experimental conditions for use with oTree (Chen
et al., 2016). In particular, ready-made apps for implementing
(i) a multiple price list between pairs of lotteries with fixed lottery
outcomes and varying probabilities (e.g Holt and Laury, 2002),
(ii) a multiple choice list between a lottery and a sure payoff, either
varying the prospect or the safe choice (e.g. Abdellaoui et al., 2011),
(iii) an iterative choice list or ‘staircase’ elicitation procedure with a
fixed lottery and varying certain payoffs (e.g. Falk et al., 2016a), and
(iv) a single choice list, requiring subjects to choose the preferred
among a set of given lotteries (e.g. Eckel and Grossman, 2002).
2 The advantages and disadvantages of different methodologies to elicit and
assess individual risk attitudes have been discussed repeatedly, as for instance by
Harrison and Ruström (2008) or Charness et al. (2013). Several papers also examined the consistency of revealed preferences among different elicitation methods,
both between subjects (e.g. Crosetto and Filippin, 2015) and within-subjects (e.g
Csermely and Rabas, 2016). It is not within the scope of this paper to discuss virtues
and drawbacks of different methods nor to argue which of the methodologies is the
most suitable approach to elicit risk preferences.
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As an online, open-source, and object-oriented web framework,
oTree offers a platform-independent environment utilizable on any
device including desktop computers, tablets, and smartphones.
Similar to the app introduced by Holzmeister and Pfurtscheller
(2016), the apps presented below scoop the advantages of oTree,
implying state-of-the-art graphical display, seamless integration
into existing projects, and high levels of flexibility. All apps are
easily set up and configured by specifying several predefined variables in a single file. By this means, relevant parameters (such as
lottery payoffs and their corresponding probabilities) as well as
variations in the experimental protocol or graphical display can be
configured with ease in only a few minutes. Thereby, the apps offer
a time-saving and efficient way to implement each of the particular
risk elicitation methods with any arbitrary parameterization in
different experimental environments.
2. Setup and usage
Each of the four different methodological procedures to elicit
individual-level risk preferences is programmed as a stand-alone
oTree app. Therefore, the apps can be utilized and seamlessly integrated in any experiment conducted with the oTree framework by
copying the app’s folder into oTree’s project directory and adapting
the session configurations in oTree’s settings.py file.
The four oTree apps discussed below facilitate the implementation of the respective elicitation method as well as several
variations which have been applied in previous research. In a
user-friendly and straightforward manner, thoroughly documented variables are specified in a single file (config.py) at the
root of an app’s directory. The file config.py consists of oTree’s
Constants class and comprises several predefined variables to
be specified in order to determine different features of a task.
As all apps are programmed as standard oTree applications, preimplemented configurations can easily be altered or extended by
custom-designed features.
To facilitate usage of the apps in a broad range of applications,
the graphical display of all apps is optimized for different devices
including tablets and smartphones (in landscape mode) with a
minimum screen resolution of 560 pixels (see Fig. 1) and has been
extensively tested in the most commonly used web browsers by
the author. Utilizing responsive graphical designs, the apps support
oTree’s functionality to run experiments in the laboratory, online,
and in the field.
All apps are prepared for multilingual use based on Django’s
i18n internationalization routines, offering a convenient toolset
for translating the app into different languages. That is, all texts
displayed to subjects are tagged in the Python scripts and html
templates such that translations are disentangled from the source
code. Preparing translations in auto-generated message files allows for running the same app in any arbitrary language without
modifying the Python scripts or html templates. Instructions on
how to utilize the translation features are included in the download packages. Similarly, all numbers referring to monetary units
and being displayed to subjects are flagged with currency field
tags such that real world or experimental currency units can be
globally defined in settings.py. Similar to translation routines,
the segregation of numbers and units facilitates usage of the same
piece of software in any arbitrary currency denomination without
modifying the source code. Moreover, each app features ‘‘bots’’
(via tests.py) allowing for automated testing of the module by
simulating participant behavior. To test the apps in a more full and
realistic way, tests can be launched using oTree’s ‘‘browser bots’’,
simulating the app in an actual web browser. Further information
on how to run tests using command line and browser bots are
included in the download folders.
All relevant information for utilizing the apps are summarized
in documentation files in pdf-format, included in the download

packages. The documentations include instructions on how to install the apps and outline the predefined variables in config.py.
Instructions on how to utilize the i18n internationalization routines for multilingual use of the apps and how to run automated
tests using command line and browser ‘bots’ are provided in separate *.pdf-files.
2.1. Multiple price list (mpl)
The mpl module allows conducting the multiple price list
methodology proposed by Holt and Laury (2002). This kind of
multiple choice list is characterized by a set of dichotomous choices
between lotteries with fixed payoffs, with probabilities of high
and low outcomes varying for each choice. The probabilities of
the high lottery outcome in choice i, pi , are determined by the
number of choices, n, i.e. pi = i/n.3 Thus, subjects face a menu
of n binary choices between lottery LA = (ah , i/n; al ) and lottery
LB = (bh , i/n; bl ) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where bh > ah > al > bl .4
The only parameters to be specified in config.py, hence, are the
number of choices and the high and low payoffs of lottery LA and
lottery LB , respectively, which will dynamically create the multiple
price list.
A persistent phenomenon in multiple price list experiments is
the observation of choices contradicting the axioms of Expected
Utility Theory. In particular, it has been reported frequently that
a considerable share of subjects alternate between ‘‘Option A’’
and ‘‘Option B’’ more than once (e.g. 13.2% in Holt and Laury
(2002), 12.9% in Eckel and Wilson (2004), or 22.0% in Deck et al.
(2014)). Observing multiple switching behavior apparently violates monotonicity and transitivity of revealed preferences and,
in turn, contravenes the paradigm of utility maximization. Bruner
(2011) suggests that multiple switching behavior is, in large part,
due to a lack of salience. A technical remedy to rule out multiple
switch points, introduced by Andersen et al. (2006) and employed
by Jacobson and Petrie (2009) and Tanaka et al. (2010), among
others, is to enforce a single switching point in the menu of binary
choices. If enforce_consistency = True, subjects are enforced
to answer the choice list without preference reversals. In particular, this implies that all options ‘‘A’’ above a selected ‘‘Option A’’
and all options ‘‘B’’ below a selected ‘‘Option B’’ are automatically
checked, imposing strict monotonicity and enforcing transitivity of
revealed preferences.
Another recurring problem associated with multiple choice
list methods is the tendency of subjects to anchor towards the
middle of the list, referred to as ‘‘compromise effect’’ (see, e.g.,
Harrison and Ruström, 2008; Beauchamp et al., 2015). In order
to mitigate potential framing and anchoring effects, the mpl app
includes two remedies to be used separately or in combination.
(i) While multiple price lists are commonly presented in tabular
form on a single page, the menu of binary choices might be displayed one-by-one on separate screens (as in Hey and Orme (1994)
or Drichoutis and Lusk (2016), for instance). The boolean variable
one_choice_per_page determines whether the menu of binary
choices is displayed as a list on a single screen or sequentially
3 The Holt and Laury (2002) mechanism typically displays probabilities of lottery
outcomes as fractions. For sake of generalizability, the file config.py comprises a
boolean variable (percentage) to determine whether to display probabilities of
lottery outcomes in terms of fractions or percentage numbers with two decimal
places.
4 The choice list introduced by Holt and Laury (2002) includes a choice for i = n,
i.e. a comparison between lotteries (ah , 1; al ) and (bh , 1; bl ); config.py includes
a variable to determine whether or not to include this choice. If certain_choice
= False, the choice between sure payoffs will not be rendered such that the list
only includes n − 1 binary choices; the probabilities of the high and low outcomes,
however, are still determined by n, not n − 1.
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Fig. 1. mcl app simulated on an iPhone 6 (375 × 667px) in landscape mode. Multiple price list as proposed by Holt and Laury (2002) with choices being displayed sequentially
on separate screens (top panel) and in tabular form (bottom panel) and pie charts emphasizing probabilities of high and low lottery outcomes.

on consecutive pages.5 Whenever choices are displayed back-toback, the boolean variable progress_bar allows for displaying a
progress bar on the top of each screen, graphically highlighting
the advance within the task. (ii) While the menu of choices is
typically presented in ascending order, the mpl app allows for
randomization of the choices, irrespective of whether choices are
displayed sequentially or in tabular form. If random_order =
False, binary choices are displayed in ascending order of the
probability of the high lottery outcome; if random_order = True,
lotteries are displayed randomly.
In order to graphically emphasize the probabilities of high and
low lottery outcomes, the mpl app enables the integration of colored pie charts with slices corresponding to probabilities of lottery
outcomes as implemented by Harbaugh et al. (2002), Habib et al.
(2015), or Drichoutis and Lusk (2016), for instance. If small_pies
= True, small pie charts (without payoff labels) are displayed
to the left and to the right of the choice list table rows. If the
menu of choices is shown sequentially (one_choice_per_page
= True), the variable large_pies allows for rendering large pie
charts with labels instead (see Fig. 1 for the two different implementations). If the variables small_pies and large_pies both
take the value False, no graphical representation of probabilities
will be displayed.

5 While segregating choices might be an efficient way to attenuate compromise
effects, several studies found that subjects make fewer inconsistent choices when
lotteries are presented all at once rather then sequentially. It is argued that decisions
made together are perceived as a ‘‘bundle’’ and, thus, are reconciled with each other
while sequential choices are considered separately, implying independent chances
of mistakes and errors. See, e.g., Langer and Weber (2001) and Chakravarti et al.,
(2002).

2.2. Certainty equivalence method (cem)
Commonly referred to as certainty equivalent method, Cohen
et al. (1987) introduced a multiple choice list, requiring subjects
to compare a fixed lottery (ah , p; al ) with varying degenerated
lotteries yielding a payoff for sure, i.e. (bi , 1) for i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
In a similar vein, Dohmen et al. (2010) and Abdellaoui et al.
(2011), among others, revitalized the methodology of eliciting the
point of indifference between a risky lottery and certain payoffs.
As an alternative, Bruner (2009) introduced two modified versions of the certainty equivalent method: rather than holding the
lottery constant, the certain payoff is fixed while either (i) the
high lottery outcome or (ii) the corresponding probabilities are
varied. Formally, the methodologies suggested by Bruner (2009)
imply binary choices between the constant, degenerated lottery
(b, 1) and (i) the lotteries (ah,i , p; al ) or (ii) the lotteries (ah , pi ; al ),
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, respectively. Gächter et al. (2010) proposed
a simplified version of the certainty equivalent method varying
the low lottery outcome to measure and assess individual-level
loss aversion; in particular, subjects are asked whether they prefer
to accept a lottery (ah , p; al,i ) with al,i < 0 < ah or reject
it and receive zero for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The cem app facilitates the implementation of any of the four possible variations.
Depending on whether the variable variation in config.py
is set to ’sure_payoff’, ’probability’, ’payoff_hi’, or
’payoff_lo’ (further explained below), the choice list varies in
the respective domain while the remaining parameters are held
constant across all choices in the list.
Although the app is generalized to comprise different methodologies, the configuration of any of the four methods implies the
specification of the same parameters: the variables lottery_hi
and lottery_lo determine the high and low lottery payoffs,
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respectively; probability defines the likelihood of the high lottery outcome; and sure_payoff specifies the certain amount
offered as the alternative to the risky prospect. The variable
step_size constitutes the increment in terms of the varying parameter while the three other ones are held constant over all binary
choices. The variable corresponding to the value of the variable
variation in labeling defines the value of the varying parameter
in choice i = 1. For example, if variation = ’sure_payoff’,
the values of the variables lottery_hi, lottery_lo, and probability are constant for all choices in the list; the sure amount
offered in choice i = 1 is determined by the value of the variable sure_payoff; in choice i = 2, the sure amount equals
sure_payoff + step_size; and so forth.
Basically, the certainty equivalent method resembles a multiple price list with one of the lotteries being replaced by degenerated lotteries yielding an outcome with a probability of one.
Accordingly, most of the variables predefined in config.py of
the cem app are the same as in the cem app. That is, choices can
be rendered as a list in tabular form or sequentially on separate
screens (one_choice_per_page), in ascending order of the varied parameter or randomized (random_order), and consistency of
choices can be enforced by precluding multiple switching behavior
(enforce_consistency). In addition to these configurations, the
variable accept_reject allows for degenerating the decision
problem to the question whether subjects prefer to accept or
reject the lotteries. Thus, provided that the low payoffs of the
lottery are set to be negative and variation = ’payoff_lo’,
accept_reject = True implies that the app resembles the
methodology proposed by Gächter et al. (2010) to elicit individuallevel attitudes towards losses.6
2.3. Iterative choice list, ‘‘Staircase’’ procedure (icl)
The iterative multiple price list, introduced by Andersen et al.
(2006) and recently employed in large-scale experiments by Falk
et al. (2016a, b), is a modified version of the certainty equivalent
method with a constant lottery and varying sure payoffs (Cohen
et al., 1987; Abdellaoui et al., 2011; Dohmen et al., 2011). Subjects
are asked to reveal their preference in n successive binary choices,
where each choice set is determined conditional on the decision in
the previous choice set.7
While the lottery LA = (ah , p; al ) is identical for all dichotomous
choices i = 1, 2, . . . , n, the degenerated lottery yielding a certain
outcome, LBi = (bi , 1), varies for each choice, with ah > bi > al for
all i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Given an outcome b1 , the degenerated lottery in
choice i = 2 will either be LB2 = (b1 + ∆2 , 1) or LB2 = (b1 − ∆2 , 1),
depending on whether LA or LBi has been revealed to be preferred
(≻) in choice i = 1. In choice i = 3, the sure payoff is given by
LB3 = (b2 + ∆3 , 1) or LB3 = (b2 − ∆3 , 1), depending on whether LA ≻
LB2 or LB2 ≻ LA , respectively. The same procedure is carried forward
for all binary choices up to i = n. In each binary choice i > 1, ∆i
is divided in half, i.e. ∆i = 1/2 · ∆i−1 , such that the subject’s certainty equivalent for the risky lottery LA is approximated more and
more precisely by each choice added to the staircase method. By
this means, the staircase methodology implies 2n possible, unique
switching points between the lottery and varying sure payoffs,
rendering a refined measurement of individual risk preferences
6 To prevent that subjects’ payoffs turn negative in case of negative lottery
outcomes being drawn for payment, the variable endowment allows for specifying
an additional endowment to capture potential losses within the cem task.
7 Falk et al. (2016a, b) utilize the staircase procedure not only for eliciting
attitudes towards risks but also for measuring individual-level time preferences.
Similarly, the staircase method has been employed by Dimmock et al. (2016) to
assess ambiguity aversion. By altering the model (models.py), the basic structure
of the icl app can easily be modified to elicit patience and ambiguity preferences
too.

with a relatively small number of choices to be made. Moreover, by
construction of the method, preferences revealed in the n choices
are transitive and monotone in payoffs. The underlying mechanism
is depicted in Fig. 2.
The parameterization of the iterative choice list icl app is akin
to the one of the cem app: the lottery is determined by a high
(lottery_hi) and a low (lottery_lo) payoff, respectively, as
well as the probability of the high payoff (probability). The
varying certain payoffs are identified in an iterative manner based
on the certain payoff in the first round (sure_payoff), the initial
increase/decrease in the second choice (delta), and the number of
choices (num_choices). For example, if sure_payoff = 10 and
delta = 5, ‘‘Option B’’ in the first choice will be a certain amount
of $10.00; if a subjects reveals to prefer the lottery over the sure
payoff of $10.0, ‘‘Option B’’ will be a sure payoff of $15.00 in the
second choice; if she reveals to prefer the sure payoff of $15.00 over
the lottery in the second choice, ‘‘Option B’’ will be a sure payoff of
$12.50 in the third choice; and so forth.
The default type of input for each decision are radio buttons.
However, to facilitate users’ inputs, the boolean variable buttons
allows for rendering buttons instead of radio selects, implying that
no ‘‘Next’’ button is needed and only half the number of clicks is
required to complete the task. As for the mpl and cem app, the
variable progress_bar allows for displaying a graphical progress
indicator at the top of each screen. In addition, the app allows
for adding a choice to indicate indifference between ‘‘Option A’’
and ‘‘Option B’’, as, for instance, suggested by Andersen et al.
(2006). If indifference = False, subjects can only reveal
their preference for either ‘‘Option A’’ or ‘‘Option B’’; if indifference = True, an additional option is available to indicate
indifference between the lottery and the sure payoff. Whenever a
subject chooses ‘‘Indifferent’’, the iteration procedure stops (i.e. all
subsequent choices are automatically skipped) as indifference has
been reached. If an ‘‘Indifferent’’ choice is drawn for payoff, it is
randomly determined whether ‘‘Option A’’ or ‘‘Option B’’ constitutes the payment from the task.
2.4. Single choice list task (scl)
The scl app facilitates implementing the single choice list
method as proposed by Binswanger (1980) and Eckel and Grossman (2002). This simple risk preference elicitation procedure offers subjects a menu of different lotteries, asking them to choose
the one they prefer to be played.8 The n lotteries in the list
are defined as Li = (c + (i − 1)∆+ , p; c − (i − 1)∆− ) with
∆+ > ∆− > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Thus, the first lottery pays
c for sure while the low and high outcomes in the subsequent
lotteries increase and decrease by some constant increments ∆+
and ∆− , respectively. The probability that the high lottery outcome
is drawn, p, is constant for all lotteries in the choice list.
Similar to the multiple choice list apps (mpl, cem, and icl), the
lotteries in the single choice list are dynamically constructed based
on the parameters of the first prospect and the increments ∆+
and ∆− . The variable sure_payoff defines the sure payoff in the
first lottery and constitutes the ‘‘starting point’’ of all subsequent
lotteries; delta_hi and delta_lo determine the increments ∆+
and ∆− , respectively. That is, the first lottery in the list will be
a sure payment; the second one will either pay (sure_payoff
+ delta_hi) or (sure_payoff - delta_lo), the third one
(sure_payoff + 2 * delta_hi) or (sure_payoff - 2 *
delta_lo); and so forth.
8 As the methodology only requires subjects to make a single choice, preferences
revealed in the task will always be consistent. Since a list of different prospects
is presented all at once on a single page, however, lotteries can be randomized
in display to countervail potential compromise effects with random_order =
True (see, for instance, Harrison and Ruström, 2008; Beauchamp et al., 2015).
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Fig. 2. Mechanism of the ‘staircase’ risk preference elicitation procedure. Subjects face n consecutive decisions between a fixed lottery (‘‘Option A’’) and a varying sure payoff
(‘‘Option B’’). The sure payoff for each choice i = 1, 2, . . . , n depends on the revealed preference in choice i − 1: whenever the lottery (sure payoff) has been revealed to be
preferred over the sure payoff (lottery) in choice i, the sure payoff in choice i + 1 increases (decreases) by ∆i = 1/2 · ∆i−1 .

Note that the procedure outlined above implies that both the
expected payoff and the standard deviation, i.e. the riskiness, of
the lottery increases in n. This implies that the method proposed by
Eckel and Grossman (2002) does not allow to discriminate between
risk neutral and risk loving preferences as any subject with either
of the two preference types will choose the last lottery in the
list; a risk neutral subject will do so to maximize the expected
payoff, a risk seeking subject to maximize the standard deviation.
To distinguish risk neutral from risk seeking preferences, the last
lottery in the list is modified in such a way that its expected payoff
equals the expected payoff of the next-to-last lottery but with a
higher standard deviation if risk_loving = True. In this vein,
a risk neutral subject will choose the second to last lottery while a
risk loving subject will opt for the last one.
2.5. Variables and features common to all apps
Except for the single choice list method (scl), in which the
lottery that has been revealed to be preferred is payoff-relevant by
construction of the task, the apps apply a random lottery incentive
procedure to avoid potential ‘‘wealth or portfolio effects’’ (see
Cubitt et al., 1998; Harrison and Ruström, 2008, for instance). As
theoretically proven by Azrieli et al. (2012), choosing one out of
several decision problems at random is the only incentive compatible mechanism assuming statewise monotonicity of revealed
preferences. Accordingly, one of the binary choices is randomly
picked (with equal probability) at the end of the task and played
out according to the subject’s decision.
In addition to the task-specific configurations outlined for each
app, two boolean variables (instructions and results) are
available for all apps to determine whether or not to display a
separate html-template for instructions and the results, respectively. Instructions included in the html-files in the apps’ template
directories should only serve as examples. They do only refer to
the default settings in config.py and need to be adjusted to
different configurations. For each of the apps, the result screen

resembles the decision a subject made in the choice which has been
randomly drawn for payment and explains how the final payoff
is derived. By this means, the payment resulting from any of the
tasks is as transparent as possible, considered to enhance salience
of incentives.
3. Data output (variables stored)
Each app stores all relevant information, with respect to both
subjects’ decisions as well as payments in the database. That is,
for each choice i = 1, 2, . . . , n in either of the multiple price
lists, a model field choice_i takes the value ‘A’ or ‘B’, corresponding to the labeling of lotteries or options in each particular
task. In addition, all multiple choice list apps (mpl, cem, and icl)
determine whether the choice list has been answered consistently.
The variable inconsistent takes value 1 whenever a subject
alternates between ‘‘Option A’’ and ‘‘Option B’’ more then once
and 0 otherwise. Given that preferences revealed in the choice list
are consistent, i.e. if inconsistent = 0, the switching row for
each participant is determined. That is, the binary choice in which
a subject opts for ‘‘Option B’’ the first time constitutes the value
of the variable switching_row stored in the database. As there
is just one choice associated with the single choice list method,
only the index of the preferred choice is stored in the model
field choice. With respect to payment information, each multiple
choice list module stores the label of the choice that has been
randomly picked for payoff (choice_to_pay), a subject’s choice
in the payoff-relevant decision (option_to_pay), as well as the
random draw determining which lottery outcome constitutes the
payment (random_draw). In addition to the variables stored in the
database, all relevant information is stored as ‘‘globals’’ in oTree’s
participant.vars[’label’] in order to allow for accessing
any data at any time within a session after the task has been
completed. That is, when eliciting risk preferences at the beginning
of an experimental session, payoff information can easily be displayed after completing other tasks at the end of the experiment,
in order not to distort induced preferences. For information on
variable labels, refer to the models.py file of the respective app.
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